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Abstract

Conditional preference statements have been used to compactly represent preferences over combinatorial domains. They

are at the core of CP-nets and their generalizations, and lexicographic preference trees. Several works have addressed

the complexity of some queries (optimization, dominance in particular). We extend in this paper some of these results,

and study other queries which have not been addressed so far, like equivalence, and transformations, like conditioning

and variable elimination, thereby contributing to a knowledge compilation map for languages based on conditional

preference statements. We also study the expressiveness and complexity of queries and transformations for generalized

additive utilities, and introduce a new parameterized family of languages, which enables to balance expressiveness

against the complexity of some queries. This paper is an extended version of [29] – in addition to the results of [29], it

contains a study of several transformations (Section 7). We have also added the GAI language to the map.



1 Introduction
Preference handling is a key component in several areas of Artificial Intelligence, notably for decision-aid systems.

Research in Artificial Intelligence has led to the development of several languages that enable compact representation

of preferences over complex, combinatorial domains. Some preference models rank alternatives according to their values

given by some multivariate function; this is the case for instance with valued constraints [45], additive utilities and their

generalizations [37, 15]. Ordinal models like CP nets and their generalizations [10, 49, 14], or lexicographic preferences

and their generalizations [34, 46, 50, 9, 17, 30] use sets of conditional preference statements to represent a pre-order over

the set of alternatives.

Many problems of interest, like comparing alternatives or finding optimal alternatives, are NP-hard for many of these

models, and in fact even PSPACE-hard for some of them, which makes these representations difficult to use in some

decision-aid systems like configurators, where real-time interaction with a decision maker is needed. One approach

to tackling this problem is Knowledge Compilation, which is a general approach in which a model, or a part of it, is

compiled, off-line, into another representation which enables fast query answering, even if the compiled representation

has a much bigger size. This approach has first been studied in propositional logic: [23, 24] compare how various subsets

of propositional logic can succinctly, or not, express propositional knowledge bases, and the complexity of queries of

interest. [21] follow a similar approach to compare extensions of propositional logic which associate real values to

models of a knowledge base; [31] consider value function-based models.

The aim of this paper is to initiate a compilation map for representations on preferences. To this end, we system-

atically study and compare different languages of conditional preference statements and models based on Generalized

Additive Utilities (called GAIs). In particular, we analyze the expressiveness and succinctness of various languages based

on these conditional preference statements and on GAIs, and the complexity of several queries and transformations of

interest.

Section 2 recalls some basic definitions about combinatorial domains and pre-orders, and introduces notation that

we will use throughout. Section 3 gives an overview of various languages based on conditional preference statements

that have been studied in the literature. It introduces first a general language of conditional preference statements, and

recalls the language of Generalized Additive Utilities. The remainder of this section then presents various language

restrictions that have been studied in the literature and offer interesting compromises between expressiveness and

querying complexity.

Section 4 and 5 respectively study expressiveness and succinctness for the languages we study. Sections 6 and 7

study the complexity of, respectively, queries and transformations for these languages.

This paper is an extended version of [29] – in addition to the results of [29], it contains a study of several trans-

formations (Section 7). We have also added the GAI language to the map. (Unpublished) proofs are provided in the

appendix.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Combinatorial Domains
We consider languages that can be used to represent the preferences of a decision maker over a combinatorial space

X : here X is a set of attributes that characterize the possible alternatives, each attribute X ∈ X having a finite set

of possible values X ; we assume |X | ≥ 2 for every X ∈ X ; then X denotes the Cartesian product of the domains of

the attributes in X , its elements are called alternatives. For a binary attribute X , we will often denote by x, x̄ its two

possible values. In the sequel, n is the number of attributes in X .

For a subset U of X , we will denote by U the Cartesian product of the domains of the attributes in U . The elements

of U are called called instantiations of U , or partial instantiations (of X ). If v is an instantiation of some V ⊆ X ,

v[U ] denotes the restriction of v to the attributes in V ∩ U ; we say that instantiation u ∈ U and v are compatible if

v[U ∩ V ] = u[U ∩ V ]; if U ⊆ V and v[U ] = u, we say that v extends u.

Sets of partial instantiations can often be conveniently, and compactly, specified with propositional formulas: the

atoms are X = x for every X ∈ X and x ∈ X , and we use the standard connectives ∧ (conjunction), ∨ (disjunction),

→ (implication), ↔ (equivalence) and ¬ (negation); we denote by ⊤ (resp. ⊥) the formula always true (resp. false).

Implicitly, this propositional logic is equipped with a theory that enforces that every attribute has precisely one value

from its domain; so, for two distinct values x, x′ of attributeX , the formulaX = x∧X = x′ is a contradiction; also, the

interpretations are thus in one-to-one correspondence with X . If α is such a propositional formula over X and o ∈ X ,

we will write o |= α when o satisfies α, that is when, assigning to every literal X = x that appears in α the value true
if o[X] = x, and the value false otherwise, makes α true.

Given a formula α, or a partial instantiation u, Var(α) and Var(u) denote the set of attributes, the values of which

appear in α and u respectively.

When it is not ambiguous, we will use x as a shorthand for the literal X = x; also, for a conjunction of such literals,

we will omit the ∧ symbol, thus X = x ∧ Y = ȳ for instance will be denoted xȳ.
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2.2 Preference Relations
Depending on the knowledge that we have about a decision maker’s preferences, given any pair of distinct alternatives

o, o′ ∈ X , one of the following situations must hold: one may be strictly preferred over the other, or o and o′ may be

equally preferred, or o and o′ may be incomparable.

Assuming that preferences are transitive, such a state of knowledge about the decision maker’s preferences can be

characterized by a preorder ⪰ over X , that is ⪰ is a binary, reflexive and transitive relation. For alternatives o, o′, we

write o ⪰ o′ when (o, o′) ∈ ⪰; o ≻ o′ when (o, o′) ∈ ⪰ and (o′, o) /∈ ⪰; o ∼ o′ when (o, o′) ∈ ⪰ and (o′, o) ∈ ⪰;

o ▷◁ o′ when (o, o′) /∈ ⪰ and (o′, o) /∈ ⪰. Note that for any pair of alternatives o, o′ ∈ X either o ≻ o′, or o′ ≻ o, or

o ∼ o′ or o ▷◁ o′ holds.

The relation ∼ defined in this way is called the symmetric part of ⪰; it is symmetric, reflexive and transitive. The

relation ▷◁ is symmetric and irreflexive. The relation ≻ is called the asymmetric part of ⪰, and is what is usually called

a strict partial order, i.e., it is irreflexive, transitive and asymmetric.

When the preorder ⪰ is complete, that is, when it is the case that o ⪰ o′ or o′ ⪰ o for every pair of alternatives

(o, o′), it is called a weak order. A strict partial order that is complete is called a linear order.

When the preorder ⪰ is antisymmetric, that is when o ∼ o′ only when o = o′, then it is called a partial order.

Terminology and notation We say that an alternative o dominates an alternative o′ (w.r.t. ⪰) if and only if o ⪰ o′.
If o ≻ o′, then we say that o strictly dominates o′. We use standard notation for the complements of ≻ and ⪰: we write

o ̸⪰ o′ when it is not the case that o ⪰ o′, and o ̸≻ o′ when it is not the case that o ≻ o′. Given two preorders ⪰ and

⪰′
, we say that ⪰ extends ⪰′

when o ⪰′ o implies o ⪰ o′, for every pair of alternatives o, o′.

3 Languages

3.1 Conditional Preference Statements
A conditional preference statement (short CP statement) over X is an expression of the form α |V :w≥w′

, where α is a

propositional formula over U ⊆ X , w,w′ ∈W are such that w[X] ̸= w′[X] for everyX ∈W , and U, V,W are disjoint

subsets of X , not necessarily forming a partition of X . Informally, such a statement represents the piece of knowledge

that, when comparing alternatives o, o′ that both satisfy α, the one that has values w for W is preferred to the one that

has values w′
for W , irrespective of the values of the attributes in V , every attribute in X \ (V ∪W ) being fixed. We

call α the conditioning part of the statement; we call W the swapped attributes, and V the free part.

Example 1 ((Example A in [51], slightly extended)). Consider planning a holiday, with three choices / attributes: wait

until next month (W = w) or leave now (W = w̄), going to city 1, 2 or 3 (C = c1, C = c2 or C = c3), travelling by

plane (P = p) or by car (P = p̄). I would rather go now, irrespective of the other attributes: ⊤ |{CP} : w̄≥w. All else

being equal, I prefer to go to city 3, city 1 being my second best choice: ⊤ | ∅ : c3 ≥ c1 ≥ c2. Also, if I go now, I prefer to fly:

w̄ | ∅ : p≥ p̄. Together, the last two statements imply that if I go now, I prefer to go to city 3 by plane than go to city 1 by car;

however these statements do not say what I prefer between flying to city 1 or driving to city 3. In fact, I prefer the former,

this tradeoff can be expressed with the statement w̄ | ∅ : c1p≥ c3p̄. Finally, if I go later, I prefer to drive, irrespective of the

city: w |{C} : p̄≥ p.

Conditional preference statements have been studied in many works, under various language restrictions. They

are the basis for CP-nets [12, 10] and their extensions, and have been studied in a more logic-based fashion by e.g.

[36, 49, 48, 51].
1

Closely related to them are the Conditional Importance statements studied in [13].

For the semantics of sets of CP statements, we use the definitions of [51]. Given a statement α |V :w≥w′
, let U =

Var(α) and W = Var(w) = Var(w′): a worsening swap is any pair of alternatives (o, o′) such that o[U ] = o′[U ] |= α,

o[W ] = w and o′[W ] = w′
, and such that for every attribute Y /∈ U ∪ V ∪W it holds that o[Y ] = o′[Y ]; we say

that α |V :w≥w′
sanctions (o, o′). For a set of CP-statements φ, let φ∗

be the set of all worsening swaps sanctioned

by statements of φ, and define ⪰φ to be the reflexive and transitive closure of φ∗
. [51] proves that o ⪰φ o′ holds if and

only if o = o′ holds or φ∗
contains a finite sequence of worsening swaps (oi, oi+1)0≤ i≤ k−1 with o0 = o and ok = o′.2

Example 2 (Example 1, continued). Let

φ =

{
⊤ |{CP} : w̄≥w , ⊤ | ∅ : c3 ≥ c1 ≥ c2,

w̄ | ∅ : p≥ p̄ , w̄ | ∅ : c1p≥ c3p̄ , w |{C} : p̄≥ p}

}
.

Then⊤ |{CP} : w̄≥w sanctions for instance (w̄c2p, wc3p̄), so w̄c2p ⪰φ wc3p̄. Also,⊤ | ∅ : c3 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 sanctions (w̄c1p, w̄c2p),
w̄ | ∅ : p≥ p̄ sanctions (w̄c2p, w̄c2p̄), so, by transitivity, w̄c1p ⪰φ w̄c2p̄. It is not difficult to check that w̄c2p ▷◁φ w̄c1p̄.

1
The formula u |V :x≥x′

is written u :x>x′[V ] by [51].

2
Actually, [51] proves that (o, o′) is in the transitive closure of φ∗

if and only there is such a worsening sequence from o to o′, but adding the

reflexive closure to this transitive closure does not change the result, since we can add any pair (o, o) to, or remove it from, any sequence of worsening

swaps without changing the validity of the sequence.
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Let us call CP the language where formulas are sets of statements of the general form α |V :w≥w′
. This language

is very expressive: it is possible to represent any preorder “in extension” with preference statements of the form o≥ o′

– they have W = {X | o[X] ̸= o′[X]} as set of swapped attributes, α = o[U ] = o′[U ] as condition where U =
{X | o[X] = o′[X]}, and no free attribute.

This expressiveness has a cost: we will see that many queries about pre-orders represented by CP-statements are

PSPACE-hard for the language CP. Several restrictions / sublanguages have been studied in the literature, we review

them below.

(Strict) Consistency Although the original definition of CP-nets by [12] does not impose it, many works on CP-nets,

especially following [10], consider that they are intended to represent a strict partial order, that is, that ⪰φ should be

antisymmetric. We say that a set φ of CP-statements is consistent in this case. Note that in this case, for two different

alternatives o and o′, o ⪰φ o′ implies that o ≻φ o′.

Notation We write α :w≥w′
when V is empty, and w≥w′

when V is empty and α = ⊤. Note that we reserve the

symbol ≥ for conditional preference statements, whereas “curly” symbols ≻, ̸≻, ⪰, ̸⪰ are used to represent relations

over the set of alternatives.

In the remainder of this section, we present various sublanguages ofCP. Some are defined by imposing various simple

syntactical restrictions on the formulas, two are languages which have been well studied (CP-nets and lexicographic

preference trees).

3.2 Statement-wise Restrictions
Some restrictions are on the syntactical form of statements allowed; they bear on the size of the set of free attributes,

or on the size of the set of swapped attributes, or on the type of conditioning formulas allowed. Given some language

L ⊆ CP, we define the following restrictions:

L⋫ = only formulas with empty free parts (V = ∅) for every statement;
3

L∧ = only formulas where the condition α of every statement is a conjunction of literals;

k-L = only formulas where the set of swapped attributes contains no more than k attributes (|W | ≤ k) for every state-

ment; in particular, we call elements of 1-CP unary statements.

In particular, 1-CP∧ is the language studied by [51], and 1-CP⋫ is the language of generalized CP-nets as defined by

[36].

3.3 Graphical Restrictions
Given φ ∈ CP over set of attributes X , we defineDφ as the graph with sets of vertices X , and such that there is an edge

(X,Y ) if there is α |V :w≥w′ ∈ φ such that X ∈ Var(α) and Y ∈ Var(w), or X ∈ Var(w) and Y ∈ V . We call Dφ

the dependency graph of φ. Note thatDφ can be computed in polynomial time. This definition, inspired by [51, Def. 15],

generalizes that of [10], which is restricted to the case where all CP statements are unary and have no free attributes,

and that of [14], who study statements with free attributes. Many tractability results on sets of CP statements have been

obtained when Dφ has good properties. Given some language L ⊆ CP, we define:

L̸⟳ = the restriction of L to acyclic formulas, which are those φ such that Dφ is acyclic;
4

L̸⟳poly = the restriction of L to formulas where the dependency graph is a polytree.

3.4 CP-nets
In their seminal work, [10] define a CP-net over a set of attributes X to be composed of two elements:

1. a directed graph over X , which should represent preferential dependencies between attributes;
5

2. a set of conditional preference tables, one for every attribute X : if U is the set of parents of X in the graph, the

conditional preference table for X contains exactly |U | rules u :≥, for every u ∈ U , where the ≥’s are linear orders

over X .

3
In the literature, the symbol ▷ is sometimes used to represent an importance relation between attributes; and, as explained by [51], statement

α |V :w≥w′
is a way to express that attributes in Var(w) are more important than those in V (when α is true).

4
This is full acyclicity in [51].

5
Given some pre-order ⪰ over X , attribute X is said to be preferentially dependent on attribute Y if there exist x, x′ ∈ X , y, y′ ∈ Y , z ∈

X \ ({X,Y }) such that xyz ⪰φ x′yz but xy′z ̸⪰φ x′y′z.

3



W w̄≥w

CP
c3p≥ c1p≥ c3p̄≥ c1p̄≥ c2p̄

c1p≥ c2p≥ c2p̄
P p̄≥ p

C c3 ≥ c1 ≥ c2

w̄ w

Figure 1: An LP-tree equivalent to the set of CP-statements of Example 2.

Therefore, as shown by [51], CP-nets can be seen as sets of unary CP statements in conjunctive form with no free

attribute. Specifically, given a CP-netN overX , defineφN to be the set of all CP statements u :x≥x′, for every attribute

X , every u ∈ U where U is the set of parents of X in the graph, every x, x′ ∈ X such that x, x′ are consecutive values

in the linear order ≥ specified by the rule u :≥ of N . Then the dependency graph of φN , as defined in Section 3.3,

coincides with the graph of N . We call

CPnet = the language that contains all φN , for every CP-net N .

Note that CPnet ⊆ 1-CP∧⋫. For a given φ ∈ 1-CP∧⋫, being a CP-net necessitates a very strong form of local

consistency and completeness: for every attribute X with parents U in Dφ, for every u ∈ U , for every x, x′ ∈ X , φ
must explicitly, and uniquely, order ux and ux′.

[14] define TCP-nets as an extension of CP-nets where it is possible to represent tradeoffs, by stating that, under

some conditions, some attributes are more important than other ones. [51] describes how TCP-nets can be transformed,

in polynomial time, into equivalent sets of 1-CP∧ statements.

3.5 Lexicographic Preference Trees
LP-trees generalize lexicographic orders, which have been widely studied in decision making – see e.g. [32]. As an

inference mechanism, they are equivalent to search trees used by [11], and formalized by [48, 51]. As a preference

representation, and elicitation, language, slightly different definitions for LP-trees have been proposed by [9, 17, 30].

We use here a definition which subsumes the others.

An LP-tree that is equivalent to the set of CP-statements of Example 2 is depicted on Figure 1. More generally, an

LP-tree over X is a rooted tree with labelled nodes and edges, and a set of preference tables; specifically

• every node N is labelled with a set of attributes, denoted Var(N);

• if N is not a leaf, it can have one child, or |Var(N) | children;

• in the latter case, the edges that connect N to its children are labelled with the instantiations in Var(N);

• if N has one child only, the edge that connects N to its child is not labelled: all instantiations in Var(N) lead to the

same subtree;

• we denote by Anc(N) the set of attributes that appear in the nodes between the root and N (excluding those at N ),

and by Inst(N) (resp. NonInst(N)) the set of attributes that appear in the nodes above N that have more than one

child (resp. only one child);

• a conditional preference table CPT(N) is associated with N : it contains local preference rules of the form α :≥,

where ≥ is a partial order over Var(N), and α is a propositional formula over some attributes in NonInst(N).

We assume that the rules in CPT(N) define their preorder over Var(N) in extension. Additionally, two constraints

guarantee that an LP-tree φ defines a unique preorder over X :

• no attribute can appear at more than one node on any branch of φ; and,

• at every node N of φ, for every u ∈ NonInst(N), CPT(N) must contain exactly one rule α :≥ such that u |= α.

Given an LP-tree φ and an alternative o ∈ X , there is a unique way to traverse the tree, starting at the root, and along

edges that are either not labelled, or labelled with instantiations that agree with o, until a leaf is reached. Now, given

two distinct alternatives o, o′, it is possible to traverse the tree along the same edges as long as o and o′ agree, until

either a leaf node is reached, or a node N is reached which is labelled with some W such that o[W ] ̸= o′[W ]: in the

latter case, we say that N decides {o, o′}.

In order to define ⪰φ for some LP-tree φ, let φ∗
be the set of all pairs of distinct alternatives (o, o′) such that there

is a node N that decides {o, o′} and the only rule α :≥ ∈ CPT(N) with o[NonInst(N)] = o′[NonInst(N)] |= α is such

that o[W ]≥ o′[W ]. Then ⪰φ is the reflexive closure of φ∗
. Note that if there is no node that decides {o, o′}, or if the

node that decides that pair is labelled with some W and if the local preference table is such that o[W ] and o′[W ] are

incomparable, then o ▷◁φ o
′
.
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Proposition 1. Let φ be an LP-tree over X , then ⪰φ as defined above is a partial order. Furthermore, ⪰φ is a linear order

if and only if 1) every attribute appears on every branch and 2) every preference rule specifies a linear order.

An LP-tree φ is said to be complete if the two conditions in Proposition 1 hold, that is, if ⪰φ is a linear order.

From a semantic point of view, an LP-treeφ is equivalent to the set that contains, for every nodeN ofφ labelled with

W = Var(N), and every ruleα :≥αN inCPT(N), all CP statements of the formα∧u∧w[W \W ̸=] |V :w[W ̸=]≥w′[W ̸=],
where

• u is the combination of values given to the attributes in Inst(N) along the edges between the root and N , and

• w,w′ ∈W such that w≥αN w′
, and W ̸=

is the set of attributes on which w and w′
have distinct values; and

• V = [X − (Anc(N) ∪W )].

This set of statements indicate that alternatives that agree on Anc(N) and satisfy u ∧ α, but have different values for

Var(N), should be ordered according to ≥αN , whatever their values for attributes in V .

LPT = the language of LP-trees as defined above; we consider that LPT is a subset of CP.
6

Note that, using the notation defined above, k-LPT = LPT ∩ k-CP is the restriction of LPT where every node has

at most k attributes, for every k ∈ N; in particular, 1-LPT is the language of LP-trees with one attribute at each node;

and LPT∧ = LPT ∩ CP∧ is the restriction of LPT where the condition α in every rule at every node is a conjunction of

literals. Search trees of [48, 51] and LP-trees as defined by [9, 40] are sublanguages of 1-LPT∧; LP-trees of [30] and [17]

are sublanguages of LPT∧.

We also introduce a very restrictive class of LP-trees, which will turn out to have interesting properties when we

look at transformations.

k-LPTlin = the language that contains all linear k-LP-trees, that is, LP-trees where every node has at most k variables,

at most one child, and where all conditional preference rules are unconditional.

Complete, linear 1-LP trees represent the usual lexicographic orderings.

3.6 GAI decompositions
We also consider GAI decompostions [4, 38]. This framework allows the representation of complete and transitive prefer-

ence relations by a utility function, additively decomposed as a sum of local utility functions bearing on smaller subsets

of attributes. Each local utility function can for instance represent a criterion, the global preference deriving from the

additive aggregation of the satisfaction degrees provided by the different criteria.

A GAI decomposition over a set X of finite attributes is defined by a set φ = {gZ1
, . . . , gZm

} of functions bearing

on subsets Zi of X and taking their values in R ∪ {−∞}; for any alternative o, let gφ(o) = Σmi=1gzi(o[Zi]). The set φ
represents the complete and transitive relation ⪰φ in which o⪰φo′ if and only if gφ(o)≥ gφ(o

′). Thus ⪰φ is a weak

order.

The questions related to the succinctness of GAI representations depend on the way the local functions are repre-

sented – and so do all the questions related to the complexity of the operations on such representations. It is generally

assumed that each gZi
is represented by a table that associates to each tuple of the domain of Zi a real valued utility

and the tuples not present in the table receive the utility 0.

The most common restriction on the language of GAIs consists in bounding by some integer k > 0 the maximum

number of attributes in a same subutility; we denote by GAIk the corresponding language. In particular, GAI1 is the

language of Additive Utilities.

4 Expressiveness
This section presents our results on the expressiveness of the various languages introduced above. To this end, let us

introduce the way in which we compare different languages.

Definition 1. Let L and L′
be two languages for representing preorders. We say that L is at least as expressive as L′

,

written L ⊒ L′
, if every preorder that can be represented with a formula of L′

can also be represented with a formula of L;

we write L = L′
if L ⊒ L′

but it is not the case that L′ ⊒ L, and say in this case that L is strictly more expressive than L′
.

We write L ⊑⊒ L′
when the two languages are equally expressive.

6
Strictly speaking, for LPT ⊆ CP to hold, we can add the possibility to augment every formula in CP with a tree structure.
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CP

CP∧

CP⋫

CP∧⋫

GAI

k-CP k-CP∧

LPT LPT∧

k-LPT k-LPT∧k-CP⋫ k-CP∧⋫

k-GAI

k-LPTlin
(k-1)-CP (k-1)-CP∧

(k-1)-CP⋫ (k-1)-CP∧⋫ (k-1)-LPT (k-1)-LPT∧

(k-1)-GAI

(k-1)-LPTlin

CPnet CPnet ̸⟳

L L′
: L is strictly more expressive than L′

Boxes contain languages that are equally expressive.

For k > 2.

Figure 2: Relative expressiveness.

We reserve the usual “rounded” symbols ⊂ and ⊆ for (strict) set inclusion, and ⊃ and ⊇ for the reverse inclusions.

Note that ⊒ is a preorder, and obviously L ⊇ L′
implies L ⊒ L′

.

Figure 2 gives a summary of the expressiveness results we show in this section. Note that the fact that acyclicity

restricts the expressiveness of CP-nets has been shown in e.g. [10].

Let us start exploring the relative expressiveness of different languages. Clearly, CP⋫ ⊂ CP and CP∧ ⊂ CP;

however, these three languages have the same expressiveness, because of the following:

Property 2. Given some preorder ⪰, define

φ = {o[X −∆(o, o′)] : o[∆(o, o′)]≥ o′[∆(o, o′)] | o ⪰ o′, o ̸= o′},

where ∆(o, o′) is the set of attributes that have different values in o and o′, then φ ∈ CP⋫∧, and ⪰φ = ⪰.

A large body of works on CP-statements since the seminal paper by [11] concentrate on various subsets of 1-CP.

With this strong restriction on the number of swapped attributes, CP-statements have a reduced expressiveness.

Example 3. Consider two binary attributes A and B, with respective domains {a, ā} and {b, b̄}. Define preorder ⪰ such

that ab ≻ āb̄ ≻ ab̄ ≻ āb. This can be represented in CP with φ = {ab≥ āb̄, b̄ : ā≥ a, ab̄≥ āb}. But it cannot be represented

in 1-CP: {b : a≥ ā, b̄ : ā≥ a, a : b≥ b̄, ā : b̄≥ b}∗ ⊆ φ∗
, but this is not sufficient to compare ab̄ with āb. The four remaining

formulas of 1-CP over these two attributes are B : a≥ ā, B : ā≥ a, A : b≥ b̄, A : b̄≥ b, adding any of them to φ yields a

preorder which would not be antisymmetric.

Forbidding free parts incurs an additional loss in expressiveness:

Example 4. Consider two binary attributes A and B, with respective domains {a, ā} and {b, b̄}. Define preorder ⪰ such

that ab ≻ ab̄ ≻ āb ≻ āb̄. This can be represented in 1-CP with φ = {B : a≥ ā, b≥ b̄}. But the “tradeoff” ab̄ ≻ āb cannot

be represented in 1-CP⋫, any formula of 1-CP⋫ that implies it will put some intermediate alternative between ab̄ and āb

However, restricting to conjunctive statements does not incur a loss in expressiveness.

Proposition 3. CP =
⋃
k∈N k-CP and, for every k ∈ N, k≥ 2:

CP∧ ⊑⊒ CP⋫ ⊑⊒ CP∧⋫ ⊑⊒ CP = k-CP ⊑⊒ k-CP∧ = k-CP⋫ ⊑⊒ k-CP∧⋫
k-CP = (k-1)-CP and k-CP∧⋫ = (k-1)-CP∧⋫ = CPnet.

Because an LP-tree can be a single node labelled with X , and a single preference rule ⊤ :≥ where ≥ can be any

partial order, LPT can represent any partial order. Limiting to conjunctive conditions in the rules is not restrictive.

However, restricting to 1-LPT reduces expressiveness, even if one considers formulas of 1-CP that represent total, linear

orders:
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Example 5. Let φ = {a≥ ā, c̄ |A : b̄≥ b, āc : b̄≥ b, ac : b≥ b̄, a : c≥ c̄, ā |B : c̄≥ c}. This yields the following linear order:

abc ⪰φ ab̄c ⪰φ ab̄c̄ ⪰φ āb̄c̄ ⪰φ abc̄ ⪰φ ābc̄ ⪰φ āb̄c ⪰φ ābc. No ψ ∈ 1-LPT can represent it: A could not be at the root

of such a tree because for instance ab̄c̄ ⪰φ āb̄c̄ and āb̄c̄ ⪰φ abc̄; neither could C , since ab̄c ⪰φ ab̄c̄ and ābc̄ ⪰φ āb̄c; and

finally B could not be at the root either, because abc ⪰φ ab̄c and āb̄c̄ ⪰φ abc̄.

Proposition 4. LPT =
⋃
k∈N k-LPT and, for every k ∈ N:

CP = LPT ⊑⊒ LPT∧ = k-LPT ⊑⊒ k-LPT∧ = (k-1)-LPT

k-CP = k-LPT = k-LPTlin = (k-1)-LPTlin.

Finally, because GAI decompositions are restricted to the representation of complete preference relations, their

expressiveness is lower than the one of the general CP language; the latter can represent any transitive relation, so CP

is strictly more expressive than GAI. Subclasses of the CP language may be incomparable with GAI. The same line of

reasoning applies when comparing GAI and complete lexicographic trees: both target the representation of complete

orders, but the former language allows the representation of any complete preorder, while the latter can represent

linear orders only (antisymmetry is required). It follows that GAI are strictly more expressive than complete LP trees.

We summarize these observations below.

Proposition 5. CP = GAI = complete-LPT.

The second source of limitations on expressiveness comes from the bounding of the number of attributes present in

the expression of local preferences. Using the same counter example as those used for showing that CP is strictly more

expressive than k-CP, one can show that GAI and k-CP restrictions are incomparable in terms of expressiveness.

Proposition 6. For every k ∈ N: GAIk+1 = GAIk , and (k-1)-CP ̸= GAIk .

5 Succinctness
Another criterion is the relative sizes of formulas that can represent the same preorder in different languages. This

section details our results about the succinctness of the various languages introduced above.

Cadoli et al. [18] study the space efficiency of various propositional knowledge representation formalisms. An

often used definition of succinctness [35, 24] makes it a particular case of expressiveness, which is not a problem when

comparing languages of same expressiveness. However, we study here languages with very different expressiveness, so

we need a more fine grained definition:

Definition 2. Let L and L′
be two languages for representing preorders. We say that L is at least as succinct as L′

, written

L ≦ L′
, if there exists a polynomial p such that for every φ′ ∈ L′

, there exists φ ∈ L that represents the same preorder as

φ′
and such that |φ | < p(|φ′ |).7 Moreover, we say that L is strictly more succinct than L′

, written L ≪ L′
, if L ≦ L′

and for every polynomial p, there exists φ ∈ L such that:

• there exists φ′ ∈ L′
such that ⪰φ=⪰φ′ , but

• for every φ′ ∈ L′
such that ⪰φ=⪰φ′ , |φ′ |>p(|φ |).

With this definition, L≪L′
if every formula of L′

has an equivalent formula in L which is “no bigger” (up to

some polynomial transformation of the size of φ), and there is at least one sequence of formulas (one formula for every

polynomial p) in L that have equivalent formulas in L′
but necessarily “much bigger”.

8

Proposition 7. The following hold, for languages L, L′
, L′′

:

• if L ⊇ L′
then L ≦ L′

; and if L ≦ L′
, then L ⊒ L′

;

• if L ≪ L′
then L ≦ L′

and L′ ̸≦ L;

• if L ⊑⊒ L′
, the reverse implication holds:

if L ≦ L′
and L′ ̸≦ L then L ≪ L′

(otherwise, it might be that L′ ̸≦ L because L′ ̸⊒ L);

• if L ⊇ L′
and L′ ≪ L′′

, then L ≪ L′′
.

Restricting the conditioning part of CP statements to be conjunctions of literals leads to a loss in succinctness.

7
Where |φ | =

∑
α |V :w≥w′∈φ(|α |+ |V |+2 |Var(w) |), with |α | = the number of connectives plus the number of atoms of α.

8
When ≪ is defined as the strict counterpart of ≦, it can happen that L≪L′

even if there is no real difference in representation size in the two

languages, but L=L′
.
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consistency ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
R-comparison, R ∈ {⪰,≻, ▷◁} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘◦ ✘ ✓ ✓

∼-comparison ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ⊥ ⊥ ✓

eqivalence ✘✘ ✘◦ ✘◦ ✓ ✓ ✘◦
top-p ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

undominated check ✘ ✘ ✓ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✓ ✓ ✓

undominated extract ✘◦ ✘◦ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

⪰-cut extraction ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

≻-cut extraction ✘ ✘ ✓ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✓ ✓ ✓

≻-cut counting #✘ #✘ #✘ ✘✘◦ ✘✘◦ ✘✘◦ #✘◦ #✘◦ ✓

Each column corresponds to one sublanguage of CP. They are sorted in order of decreasing expressiveness from left to

right, except when columns are separated by double lines. For each query and sublanguage: ⊤ = always true for the

language; ⊥ = always false for the language; ✓ = polytime answer; ✘ = NP/coNP-complete query; ✘◦ = NP/coNP-hard

query; #✘= #P-complete query; #✘◦= #P-hard query; ✘✘ = PSPACE-complete query; ✘✘◦ = PSPACE-hard query.

Table 1: Complexity of queries.

Example 6. Consider 2n + 1 binary attributes X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn, Z , and let φ contain 2n + 2 unary CP-

statements with no free attribute: (x1∨y1)∧(x2∨y2)∧. . .∧(xn∨yn) : z≥ z̄, ¬[(x1∨y1)∧(x2∨y2)∧. . .∧(xn∨yn)] : z̄≥ z
and x̄i≥xi and ȳi≥ yi for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then φ ∈ 1-CP⋫, but φ is not in conjunctive form. A set of conjunctive

CP-statements equivalent to φ has to contain all 2n statements of the form µ1µ2 . . . µn : z≥ z̄ with µi = xi or µi = yi for

every i.

Also, free attributes enable the succinct representation of the relative importance of some attributes over others;

disabling free attributes thus incurs a loss in succinctness:

Example 7. Consider n+ 1 binary attributes X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y , let U = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}, and let φ = {U | y≥ ȳ}.

Then φ∗ = {(uy, u′ȳ) |u, u′ ∈ U}, and φ∗
is equal to its transitive closure, so, if o ̸= o′, then o ⪰φ o′ if and only if

o[Y ] = y and o′[Y ] = ȳ. This can be represented, without free attribute, only with formula ψ that contains, for every

V ⊆ U and every v ∈ V , the statement vy≥ v̄ȳ, where v̄ denotes the tuple obtained by inverting all values of v. For every

0≤ i≤n there are

(
n
i

)
subsets of V of size i, with 2i ways to choose v ∈ V , thus ψ contains

∑n
0

(
n
i

)
2i = 3n statements.

Restricting to CP-nets yields a further loss in succinctness, as the next example shows:

Example 8. Consider n + 1 binary attributes X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y , and let φ be the 1-CP⋫∧ formula that contains the

following statements: xi≥ x̄i for i = 1, . . . , n; x1x2 . . . xn : y≥ ȳ; x̄i : ȳ≥ y for i = 1, . . . , n. The size of φ is linear in n.

Because preferences for Y depend on all Xi’s, a CP-net equivalent to φ will contain, in the table for Y , 2n CP statements.

Proposition 8. The following hold:

• L ≪ L∧ for every L such that 1-CP⋫ ⊆ L ⊆ CP;

• L ≪ L⋫ for every L such that 1-CP∧ ⊆ L ⊆ CP;

• 1-CP⋫∧ ≪ CPnet.

We have seen that any complete preorder, and in particular the preference captured by any complete LP-tree can be

represented by a GAI. This representation comes with no increase in size.

Proposition 9. Any complete LPT can be transformed in polytime and space into an equivalent GAI.

6 Queries
Table 1 gives an overview of the tractability of the queries that we study in this section. We begin this section with the

two queries that have generated most interest in the literature on CP statements.
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6.1 Consistency
Knowing that a given φ ∈ CP is consistent (that is, that ⪰φ is antisymmetric) is valuable, as it makes several other

queries easier. It also gives some interesting insights into the semantics of φ. The following query has been addressed

in many works on CP statements:

Consistency Given φ, is φ consistent?

[10] prove that when its dependency graphDφ is acyclic, then a CP-netφ is consistent. This result has been extended

by [25, 14, 51], who give weaker, sufficient syntactical conditions that guarantee that a locally consistent set of unary,

conjunctive CP statements is consistent. [36, Theorem 3 and 4] prove that consistency is PSPACE-complete for 1-
CP⋫∧. We have already seen that the preorder defined by any LP tree is antisymmetric.

6.2 Comparing alternatives
A basic question, given a formula φ and two alternatives o, o′ is: how do o and o′ compare, according to φ? Is it the case

that o ≻φ o′, or o′ ≻φ o, or o ▷◁φ o
′
, or o ∼φ o′? We define the following query, for any relation R ∈ {≻,⪰,∼, ▷◁}:

R-comparison Given formula φ, alternatives o ̸= o′, is it the case that oRφo
′
?

For LP-trees, in order to compare alternatives o and o′, one only has to traverse the tree from the root downwards

until a node that decides the pair is reached, or down to a leaf if no such node is encountered: in this case o and o′ are

incomparable. Note that checking if a node decides the pair, and checking if a rule at that node applies to order them,

can both be done in polynomial time. For generalized additive utilites, two alternatives can be compared by computing

their utilities, which is tractable.

Proposition 10. R-comparison is in P for LPT and for GAI for all relations R∈{≻,⪰,∼,▷◁}.

For CP, tractability of comparisons, except in some trivial cases, comes at a heavy price in terms of expressiveness:

⪰-comparison is tractable for CP-nets when the dependency graph is a polytree [10, Theorem 14], but [10, Theorems

15, 16] prove that ⪰-comparison is already NP-hard for the quite restrictive language of binary-valued, directed-path

singly connected CP-nets, which are acyclic. [36, Prop. 7, Corollary 1] prove that ⪰-comparison, ≻-comparison, ▷◁-
comparison and ∼-comparison are PSPACE-complete for 1-CP⋫∧ and for consistent, locally complete formulas of

1-CP⋫. More precise hardness results for acyclic CP-nets are also shown in [41]. Proposition 11 completes the picture.

Proposition 11. ≻-comparison and ▷◁-comparison are NP-hard for the language of acyclic CP-nets, and tractable for

polytree CP-nets.

6.3 Comparing theories
Checking if two theories yield the same preorder can be useful during the compilation process. We say that two formulas

φ and φ′
are equivalent if they represent the same preorder, that is, if ⪰φ and ⪰φ′ are identical; we then write φ ≡ φ′

.

Eqivalence Given two formulas φ and φ′
, are they equivalent?

Consider a formula φ ∈ CP, two alternatives o, o′, and let φ′ = φ ∪ {o≥ o′}: clearly o ⪰φ′ o′, thus φ ≡ φ′
if and

only if o ⪰φ o′. Therefore, if a language L ⊆ CP is such that adding the CP statement o≥ o′ to any of its formulas

yields a formula that is still in L, then eqivalence has to be at least as hard as ⪰-comparison for L. This is the case

of CP. The problem remains hard for 1-CP⋫, because it is hard to check the equivalence, in propositional logic, of the

conditions of statements that entail a particular swap x≥x′.

Example 9. Consider three attributes A, B and C with respective domains {a, ā}, {b, b̄} and {c1, c2, c3}. Consider two

CP statements s = ā : c1 ≥ c2 and s′ = b : c2 ≥ c3, and let φ = {s, s′, a : c1 ≥ c3}. Because of statements s and s′ we have

ābc1 ≥φ ābc2 ≥φ ābc3; also, abc1 ≥φ abc3 because of statement a : c1 ≥ c3. Hence, for any u ∈ A×B, if u |= a∨ (āb) then

uc1 ≥uc3. Thus φ ≡ φ∪{āb : c1 ≥ c3} ≡ φ∪{b : c1 ≥ c3}: the last equivalence follows from the fact that a∨(āb) ≡ a∨b.

Proposition 12. equivalence is coNP-hard for 1-CP⋫∧̸⟳, and for 1-LPT∧, both restricted to binary attributes.

As usual, comparing two formulas is easier for languages where there exists a canonical form. This is the case of

acyclic CP-nets, as shown by [39, Lemma 2]; their proof makes it clear that the canonical form of any acyclic CP-net φ
can be computed in polynomial time. Hence:

Proposition 13. Equivalence is in P for CP-net.
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6.4 Top p alternatives
Given a set of alternatives S and some integer p, we may be interested in finding a subset S′

of S that contains p “best”

alternatives of S, in the sense that for every o ∈ S′
, for every o′ ∈ S \ S′

it is not the case that o′ ≻φ o. Note that such

a set must exist, because ≻φ is acyclic. The Top-p query is usually defined for totally ordered sets; a definition suited to

partial orders is given in [51] (where it is called ordering), we adopt this definition here:

Top-p Given S ⊆ X , p < |S |, and φ, find o1, o2, . . . , op ∈ S such that for every i ∈ 1, . . . , p, for every o′ ∈ S, if

o′ ≻φ oi then o′ ∈ {o1, . . . , oi−1}.

Note that if o1, o2, . . . , op is the answer to such query, if 1≤ i < j≤ p, then it can be the case that oi ▷◁ oj , but it is

guaranteed that oj ̸≻ oi: in the context of a recommender system for instance, where one would expect alternatives to

be presented in order of non-increasing preference, oi could be safely presented before oj .
[10] prove that top-p is tractable for acyclic CP-nets for the specific case where |S | = 2. More generally, ≻-

comparison queries can be used to compute an answer to a top-p query (by asking ≻-comparison queries for every

pair of elements of S, the number of such pairs being in Θ(|S |2)). Thus top-p is tractable for every language where

≻-comparison is tractable; this is the case in particular of GAI and LPT.

6.5 Optimization
Instead of ordering a given set, we may want to find a globally optimal alternative. We say that alternative o is undom-

inated if there is no o′∈X such that o′≻φo.
9

Note that any finite set of alternatives always has at least one undominated alternative. We will consider the fol-

lowing queries:

undominated extract Given φ, return an undominated alternative.

undominated check Given φ and an alternative o, is o undominated?

These queries are easily shown to be tractable for LPT.

For CP-nets, [10] give a polytime algorithm that computes the only undominated alternative when the dependency

graph is acyclic.

[36] prove that undominated check is PSPACE-complete for 1-CP⋫, and their reductions for proving hardness

indeed yield formulas of 1-CP⋫∧.

For GAI1, extracting an undominated alternative can be performed by separately maximizing the unary utilities; and

checking if a given alternative is undominated can be done by comparing its utility to that of an extracted undominated

alternative. Undominated extract and undominated check are both NP-hard for GAI2 and thus for GAI and GAIk in the

general case. We will see these results in the next subsection where we make several similar constructions (Proposition

18).

6.6 Cuts
Cuts are sets of alternatives that are at the same “level” with respect to ⪰. For rankings defined with real-valued

functions, cuts are defined with respect to possible real values. In the case of pre-orders, we define cuts with respect to

some alternative o: given φ ∈ CP, for any R ∈ {≻,⪰}, for every alternative o, we define

CUTR,o(φ) = {o′ ∈ X | o′ ̸= o, o′Rφo}.

Following [31], we define two families of queries:

R-cut extraction Given φ, o, return an element of CUTR,o(φ) (or that it is empty)

R-cut counting Given φ, o, count the elements of CUTR,o(φ)

Note that

Proposition 14. ⪰-cut counting and ≻-cut counting are #P-hard for CP-nets and acyclic CP-nets.

Proposition 15. ≻-cut counting is #P-complete for GAI, GAIk and GAI1.

Proposition 16. ⪰-cut extraction is tractable for CP, and ≻-cut extraction is tractable for acyclic CP-nets. ≻-cut

counting and ≻-cut extraction are PSPACE-hard for 1-CP⋫∧. ≻-cut extraction, ⪰-cut extraction and ≻-cut

counting are tractable for LP-trees.

9
[36] say that o is in this case “weakly undominated”. They also say that o is: undominated if there is no o′ ∈ X , o′ ̸= o, such that o′ ⪰φ o;

dominating if for every o′ ∈ X , o ⪰φ o′; strongly dominating if for every o′ ∈ X with o′ ̸= o, o ≻φ o′. The complexity of queries related to the

latter three definitions is studied in [29].
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conditioning ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

conjunction

disjunction

Lower projection ✓ ✓

Weak opt. proj. ✘◦ ✘◦ ✓ ✓

Strong opt. proj. ✘◦ ✘◦ ✓ ✓

Each column corresponds to one sublanguage of CP. They are sorted in order of decreasing expressiveness from left to

right, except when columns are separated by double lines. For each transformation and sublanguage: ✓ = polytime

answer; ✘◦ = NP/coNP-hard transformation; = transformation result may be outside the language.

Table 2: Complexity of Transformations.

Proposition 17. ⪰-cut extraction,≻-cut extraction, undominated check, andundominated extract are tractable

for GAI1.

The problems above become intractable as soon as we allow utility functions of arity at least 2.

Proposition 18. ⪰-cut extraction and ≻-cut extraction are NP-complete for GAIk for k ≥ 2 and GAI. undominated
check is coNP-complete and undominated extract is NP-hard for GAIk for k ≥ 2 and for GAI.

7 Transformations
Several transformations have been studied in the literature on knowledge compilation. A transformation takes as in-

put one or more formulas, and, possibly, other arguments like some attributes, and returns another formula. Table 2

summarizes our results on these transformations. As can be seen from the table, for many sublanguages of CP and

transformations, the result of the transformation may be outside that sublanguage.

7.1 Conditioning
Several studies, in particular in the context of propositional logic like e.g. [24] work with a syntactic definition of this

transformation; however, in logic, these definitions have a clear semantic counterpart. In the case of CP statements,

we shall see that there are languages for which the transformation cannot always be applied, so we give a semantic

description, similar to the one given by [31].

Given a preference relation ⪰ on X and a partial instantiation u ∈ U for some U ⊆ X , let ⪰|u
be the relation

defined for every r, r′ ∈ X − U by r ⪰|u r′ if and only if ru ⪰ r′u. It is straightforward to check that ⪰|u
is a preorder.

Conditioning a formula φ in a language consists in computing a formula of the same language representing ⪰|u
φ .

conditioning Given a language L, a formula φ of L and an instantiation u ∈ U ⊆ X , compute a formula φ′ ∈ L that

represents ⪰|u
φ .

For LPT, a simple syntactic transformation on a formula φ allows, for every attribute X and every value x ∈ X , to

represent ⪰| x
φ : for every nodeN , whose label containsX , removeX from the label ofN , remove the node if it contains

no other attribute; if N has several children, keep only those that correspond to instantiation X = x (there will only

be one if the label of N contains no other attribute); at the nodes below N , replace every rule α :≥ by α| x :≥, where

α| x
is the result of conditioning applied to α, as defined by e.g. [24]; remove the rule if α| x |= ⊥; otherwise, since we

assume that ≥ is given in extension, it is easy to keep only the pairs (u, u′) such that u[X] = u′[X] = x and remove x
from them. This can be performed with a single traversal of the tree.

Even simpler, conditioning a GAI with X = x amounts to removing from every sub-utility that bears on X the

cases where X ̸= x.

The next example is an acyclic CP-net, whose dependency graph is even linear, for which there is a conditioning

transformation, the result of which cannot be expressed in 1-CP⋫.
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Example 10. Consider 3 binary attributes A,B,C , with respective domains {a, ā}, {b, b̄}, {c, c̄}, and let

φ = {a≥ ā, a : b≥ b̄, ā : b̄≥ b, b : c≥ c̄, b̄ : c̄≥ c}.

The underlying, acyclic dependency graph has set of edges {(A,B), (B,C)}. Then abc ⪰φ abc̄ ⪰φ ab̄c̄ ⪰φ āb̄c̄ ⪰φ āb̄c ⪰φ
ābc ⪰φ ābc̄, thus abc ⪰φ abc̄ ⪰φ ābc ⪰φ ābc̄, that is: ac ⪰| b

φ ac̄ ⪰| b
φ āc ⪰| b

φ āc̄. However, ⪰| b
φ cannot be represented in

1-CP⋫.

Note that, in the example above, ⪰| b
φ can be represented in 1-CP, with formula {|C : a≥ ā, c≥ c̄, }. The next example

is another CP-net, with a cycle in the dependency graph, for which there is a conditioning transformation, the result of

which cannot be expressed in 1-CP.

Example 11. Consider 3 binary attributes A,B,C , with respective domains {a, ā}, {b, b̄}, {c, c̄}, and let

φ = {bc̄ : ā≥ a,¬(bc̄) : a≥ ā, c : b≥ b̄, c̄ : b̄≥ b, a : c≥ c̄, ā : c̄≥ c}.

The underlying dependency graph has set of edges {(B,A), (C,A), (C,B), (A,C)}, it is not acyclic. φ represents the

preorder that is the transitive closure of abc ⪰φ ab̄c ⪰φ ab̄c̄ ⪰φ āb̄c̄ ⪰φ ābc̄ ⪰φ ābc ⪰φ āb̄c and ābc̄ ⪰φ abc̄, thus

ac ⪰| b
φ āc̄ ⪰| b

φ āc and āc̄ ⪰| b
φ ac̄: φ∗

contains all swaps sanctioned by the 1-CP⋫statements c : a≥ ā (because ac ⪰| b
φ āc),

c̄ : ā≥ a, a : c≥ c̄ and ā : c̄≥ c, but these statements do not entail that ac is preferred over āc̄.

Since CP can represent any preorder, the result of a conditioning transformation can be expressed in CP.

7.2 Conjunction
Conjunction is classical for Boolean functions: given two Boolean functions fLφ and fLψ represented in a language L,

one looks for an L representation of fLφ ∧ fLψ . An analogous definition is also possible when considering formulas

representing preferences:

Conjunction Given a language L, two formulas φ and ψ of L compute a formula χ of L such that o ⪰χ o′ if and only

if o ⪰φ o′ and o ⪰ψ o′.

This definition corresponds to the classical unanimity rule used in ordinal aggregation.

The conjunction of two preorders is a preorder, thus CP is closed under conjunction. Furthermore, the conjunction

of two antisymmetric preorders is antisymmetric too, thus LPT is closed under conjunction

The GAI language is not complete for such a transformation: the expressiveness of this languages is limited to

complete relations whereas the conjunction of two complete preference relations is not complete in the general case.

Consider for instance a GAI decomposition φ such that there at least two alternatives o and o′ with o ≻φ o′, and let

ψ be the GAI decomposition defined by gψ(o) = −gφ(o) for every alternative o: then o′ ≻ψ o and o′ ▷◁χ o, where χ
denotes the conjunction of φ and ψ. Note that this also applies if φ ∈ GAI1, therefore neither GAI nor GAI1 are closed

under conjunction.

The next example shows that the languages CPnet ̸⟳poly
, CPnet ̸⟳ and CPnet are not closed under conjunction.

Example 12. Consider the following two CP-nets in variables A,B: φ with statements a ≥ ā, a : b≥ b̄ and ā : b̄≥ b and

ψ with statements ā ≥ a, a : b≥ b̄ and ā : b̄ ≥ b. The directed graph over the variables in both cases is a polytree that has A
as the parent of B, so both φ and ψ are indeed polytree CP-nets. The complete orders induced by φ and ψ are respectively

ab ⪰φ ab̄ ⪰φ āb̄ ⪰φ āb,

āb̄ ⪰ψ āb ⪰ψ ab ⪰ψ ab̄.
Then the only preferences in ⪰φ∧ψ are ab ⪰φ∧ψ ab̄ and āb̄ ⪰φ∧ψ āb. This cannot be expressed by a CP-net, since any

CP-net on {A,B} orders the four unary swaps, in particular any CP-net must order for instance {āb̄, ab̄}, which ⪰φ∧ψ does

not. It cannot be represented with an LP-tree nor with a utility since it is not a complete relation.

We now give an example that shows that 1-CP, 1-CP⋫, and 1-CP⋫∧ are not closed under conjunction.

Example 13. Consider the following two sets of CP-statements over binary attributesA andB: φ = {b : ā > a, a : b> b̄, b̄ : a> ā}
and ψ = {a : b̄ > b, b : a> ā, ā : b> b̄}. Both φ and ψ are in 1-CP⋫∧. The two sets respectively induce the orders

āb ⪰φ ab ⪰φ ab̄ ⪰φ āb̄,

ab̄ ⪰ψ ab ⪰ψ āb ⪰ψ āb̄.
For the conjunction, we get that ab ⪰φ∧ψ āb̄ and ab is incomparable to the other two alternatives. Thus, this conjunction

cannot be expressed by a 1-CP, since we cannot go from ab to āb̄ in a 1-CP without any intermediate flips.

Many rules of ordinal aggregation could be considered and this opens a large stream of research which is out of

the scope of the present paper - e.g. scoring rules like Borda’s, for which the GAI framework is obviously a good

candidate language. LP trees on the other hand will probably fail to handle such rules, because the aggregation of several

lexicographic orders is generally not a lexiocographic order. The CP language in itself as such is neither powerful enough

to encompass most of the rules, but extensions have been proposed that typically address this question [44].
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7.3 Disjunction
We can define the disjunction operation by symmetry:

Disjunction Given a language L and two formulas φ and ψ of L, compute a formula χ′
of L such that o ⪰χ′ o′ if and

only if o ⪰φ o′ or o ⪰ψ o′.

Such a definition is nevertheless not really significant in the domain of preference handling, since the disjunction

of two transitive relations is generally not transitive: it can happen that o ≻φ o′, o′ ≻ψ o” but neither o ≻φ o” nor

o ≻ψ o”.

Example 14. φ is the linear 1-LPT where B is more important than A with a preferred to ā and b̄ preferred to b; ψ is the

linear 1-LPT where A is more important than B with a preferred to ā and b preferred to b̄. We get

ab̄ ≻φ āb̄ ≻φ ab ≻φ āb and ab ≻ψ ab̄ ≻ψ āb ≻ψ āb̄

Now, āb̄ ≻φ ab and ab ≻ψ ab̄, but āb̄ ̸≻φ ab̄ and āb̄ ̸≻ψ ab̄. Note that φ and ψ can be represented with additive utilities

and with CP-nets.

This shows that none of the languages studied in this paper is complete for disjunction.

7.4 Variable elimination
We next consider transformations where the information is projected onto a subset of the initial variables of interest.

This is also called variable elimination. In an interactive setting, like product configuration, it enables the user to focus

on her preferences over a subset of the variables, which may be less daunting than considering the preferences over

the entire set of variables. Variable elimination is a well-known technique in propositional logic, as well as in many

graphical models like Bayesian networks or constraint satisfaction problems (weighted or not), where it is a component

of some efficient query answering algorithms, that can be used for instance for GAIs. (See e.g. [20] for a recent unified

description and overview of algorithmic aspects of graphical models.)

Variable elimination has not been studied much in the context of preferences in general. In a pioneering work, [6, 5]

distinguish several ways to define the projection of a preference relation onto a subset of variables. Given a preorder ⪰
and a set of variable U ⊆ X , let V = X \ U , they first consider two relations defined on V :

Lower projection v ⪰↓V
low

v′ if and only if uv ⪰ uv′ for every u ∈ U ;

Upper projection v ⪰↓V
up

v′ if and only if uv ⪰ uv′ for some u ∈ U .

It is easy to see that ⪰↓V
low

and ⪰↓V
up

are respectively the conjunction and the disjunction of the relations obtained by

conditioning the original relation by every combination of value for X \ U .

Let us also consider what [5] call the optimistic projections of ⪰ on V :

Weak optimistic projection v ⪰↓V
w.opt.

v′ if and only if for every u′ ∈ U , there is u ∈ U , such that uv ⪰ u′v′.

Strong optimistic projection v ⪰↓V
s.opt.

v′ if and only if there is u ∈ U , such that for every u′ ∈ U , uv ⪰ u′v′.

[6] prove that ⪰↓V
w.opt.

extends ⪰↓V
low

and ⪰↓V
s.opt.

(if o ⪰↓V
low

o′ (resp. o ⪰↓V
s.opt.

o′), then o ⪰↓V
w.opt.

o′), and that the weak

and strong optimistic projections are identical when ⪰ is a weak order.
10

Proposition 19. Given a preorder ⪰ over X , given V ⊆ X , let U ⊆ X \ V . If v, v′ ∈ V and v ⪰↓V
w.opt.

v′, then there is

some u ∈ U such that for no u′ ∈ U it holds that u′v′ ≻ uv.

The proposition above indicates that if v ⪰↓V
w.opt.

v′, then a decision maker may safely focus on v, without risking

missing a strictly better full alternative that would extend v′. Note that this holds too if v ⪰↓V
s.opt.

v′ or if v ⪰↓V
low

v′, since

both imply v ⪰↓V
w.opt.

v′. From a preference representation point of view, the weak optimistic projection seems more

interesting, as it is the one that keeps the most information – it contains the other two.

We define the following transformations, for any projection π ∈ {low, up, s.opt,w.opt}:

π-projection Given some language L, some formula φ ∈ L, some subset of variables V , return a formula ψ ∈ L such

that ⪰ψ= (⪰φ)↓Vπ .

10
[6] also define pessimistic counterparts of the optimistic projections: v ⪰↓V

w.pess. v
′

if and only if for every u ∈ U , there is u′ ∈ U , such that

uv ⪰ u′v′; and v ⪰↓V
s.pess. v

′
if and only if there is u′ ∈ U , such that for every u ∈ U , uv ⪰ u′v′. We do not consider them here because their

significance, from a decision making point of view, is not clear.
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The next example shows that the languages GAI and CP-net, CPnet̸⟳ and CPnet̸⟳poly
are not closed under lower

projection.

Example 15. Consider the preference relation ab ≻ ab̄ ≻ āb̄ ≻ āb. This relation can be represented with a utility function,

and by an acyclic, polytree CP-net where A has no parent and is the only parent of B.

The elimination of A by lower projection will lead to the preorder in which the only two alternatives b and b̄ are incom-

parable due to ab ≻ ab̄ and āb ≺ āb̄. Thus the lower projection cannot be expressed by a GAI, nor with a CP-net since a

CP-net over {B} has only one node labelled with B and the associated table must order the pair of values {b, b̄}; nor with

a complete LP-tree.

We will next see that the 1-CP families are not closed under lower projection either.

Example 16. The idea is to modify the construction in Example 13 by adding an additional variable C to simulate con-

junction. So we consider the 1-CP⋫∧formula

φ = {cb : ā > a, ca : b> b̄, cb̄ : a> ā, c̄a : b̄ > b, c̄b : a> ā, c̄ā : b> b̄}.

In the resulting preorder we have

cāb ⪰φ cab ⪰φ cab̄ ⪰φ cāb̄, c̄ab̄ ⪰φ c̄ab ⪰φ c̄āb ⪰φ c̄āb̄,

and all other pairs of alternatives are incomparable.

When eliminating C by lower projection, we get ab ⪰↓{A,B}
φ,low āb̄ and ab is incomparable to the other alternatives.

However, as we have seen before, this cannot be expressed by a 1-CP, since we cannot go from ab to āb̄ in a 1-CP without

any intermediate flips.

Most of the languages considered in this paper are not complete for the upper projection, because this projection

may lead to a non transitive relation (since the disjunction of two relations is not necessarity transitive), except LPTlin

and GAI1.
11

Example 17. We simply construct an LP tree on {A,B,C} that has C as the attribute in the root with two children; for

the left child of C , the LPT tree for φ from Example 14 is used, for the right child LPT for the relation ψ is used. Then, when

we apply upper projection on C , we get the disjunction of the orders φ and ψ which, as argued before, cannot be expressed

as an LPT.

As previously, the same counter example holds when considering GAI nets.

Interestingly, linear 1-LP trees and additive utilities (GAI1) avoid the problems in these two counterexamples.

Proposition 20. All four projections defined above are equivalent for the 1-GAI language and the language that contains

complete LP-trees of 1-LPTlin, and can be computed in polynomial time.

We next show that if both the conditioning and the weak optimistic projection can be done in polynomial time on

a language, then an undominated alternative o can be obtained in polynomial time, as well.

Proposition 21. If conditioning can be done in polynomial time for language L but the extraction of an undominated

alternative is NP-hard, then the strong optimistic projections cannot be computed in polynomial time for L (unless P = NP).

A direct corollary is that GAI and GAIk (k > 1) fail to provide strong and weak optimistic projections in polynomial

time (unless P = NP) - since (i) the extraction of an undominated alternative is NP-hard for these languages and (ii)

they support conditioning in polytime.

Proposition 22. The strong (resp. weak) projection cannot be computed in polytime for GAI and GAIk (k > 1) (unless

P = NP).

The next example shows that the weak and strong optimistic projections of the preorder induced by an acyclic CP-net

cannot always be represented in 1-CP.

Example 18. Consider a CP-netN over three binary attributesA, B and C , with respective domains {a, ā}, {b, b̄}, {c, c̄}:

A

a≥ ā

B

a : b≥ b̄
ā : b̄≥ b

C

ab, āb̄ : c≥ c̄
āb, ab̄ : c̄≥ c

Let ⪰ denote the linear order represented by N : abc ⪰ abc̄ ⪰ ab̄c̄ ⪰ ab̄c ⪰ āb̄c ⪰ āb̄c̄ ⪰ ābc̄ ⪰ ābc, and it can be checked

that ⪰↓AC
w.opt.

is the relation that corresponds to the set of CP-statements {a≥ ā, c≥ c̄, ac̄≥ āc}, which is not included in 1-CP:

they correspond to a CP-net where A and C are preferentially independent but with the additional trade-off ac̄≥ āc. Since

⪰ is complete, ⪰↓AC
s.opt.

is the same as ⪰↓AC
w.opt.

[5].

11
[6, 5] in fact define the upper projection to be the transitive closure of the relation that we denote by ⪰↓V

U above. However this means completing

a relation when there is not necessarily a justification to do so.
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8 Conclusion
The literature on languages on CP statements has long focused on statements with unary swaps. Several examples

in Section 4 show that this strongly degrades expressiveness. Table 1 shows that comparison queries seem to resist

tractability for CP-statements, but the top-p query may be sufficient in many applications. The practical interest of

CP-nets also lies in the fact that with this language, finding an optimal (undominated) alternative is easy [10].

Contrastingly, with GAIs, it is easy to compare alternatives, but computing an undominated alternative is only

tractable in the very restrictive case of additive utilities (GAI1).

Tractability of the eqivalence query relies on the existence of canonical form: it is the case when the language

enforces a structure like a dependency graph or a tree, and when the conditions of the statements are restricted to some

propositional language with a canonical form.

As for transformations, the languages of (generalized) additive utilities and LP trees seem to offer better prospects,

as in both cases conditioning is tractable – whereas conditioning a formula of the most studied sublanguages of CP does

not always result in a formula in the same language. Note however that for projections, tractability necessitates very

strong restrictions (it only holds for GAI1 and 1-LPTlin.

An important direction for future work is to study the properties of the various languages studied here with respect

to machine learning: in some context, preferences can be learnt, either through some interaction with the current user

of a system, or from data gathered during past interactions. The complexity of this learning phase can influence the

choice of preference model, depending on the type of interaction and on the amount of data available, and also on the

computational complexity of the learning algorithms. Preliminary results about the complexity of learning CP-nets,

GAIs, LP-trees can be found in e.g. [9, 39, 19, 7, 1, 3, 2, 28].
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1 Proofs for Section 3 (Languages)
Proposition 1. Let φ be an LP-tree over X , then ⪰φ as defined above is a partial order. Furthermore, ⪰φ is a linear order

if and only if 1) every attribute appears on every branch and 2) every preference rule specifies a linear order.

Proof. By definition, ⪰φ is reflexive. The fact that it is antisymmetric follows from the antisymmetry of the local pref-

erence relations in the conditional preference tables. For transitivity, the proof given by [8] is for a restricted family

of LP-trees, so we recast it here for our more general family of LP-trees. Suppose that o ⪰φ o′ ⪰φ o′′ and o, o′,
o′′ are distinct. There must be a node N at which {o, o′} is decided, let W be the set of attributes that labels N ,

then o[Anc(N)] = o′[Anc(N)], and there is one rule α :≥ such that o[NonInst(N)] = o′[NonInst(N)] |= α and

o[W ]≥ o′[W ]. Similarly, let N ′
be the node at which {o′, o′′} is decided, let W ′

be the set of attributes that labels

N ′
, then o[Anc(N ′)] = o′[Anc(N ′)], and there is one rule α′ :≥′

s.t. o′[NonInst(N ′)] = o′′[NonInst(N ′)] |= α′
and

o′[W ′]≥′ o′′[W ′]. If N = N ′
, then o[Anc(N)] = o′[Anc(N)] = o′′[Anc(N)], and o[W ]>o′[W ]>o′′[W ] since ≥

is antisymmetric, thus o[W ]>o′′[W ] because ≥ = ≥′
is also transitive, hence N decides {o, o′′} and o ⪰φ o′′. If

N ̸= N ′
, note that both nodes are in the unique branch in φ that corresponds to o′, so one of N , N ′

must be above the
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other. Suppose that N is above N ′
, then, it must be the case that o′[W ] = o′′[W ], and o[W ] ̸= o′[W ], thus N decides

{o, o′′}; moreover, since NonInst(N) ⊆ NonInst(N ′), o[NonInst(N)] = o′[NonInst(N)] = o′′[NonInst(N)] |= α, and

o[W ]≥ o′[W ] = o′′[W ]; hence o ⪰φ o′′. The case where N ′
is above N is similar.

For the second part of the proposition, suppose first that every attribute appears on every branch and that every

preference rule specifies a linear order: we will show that ⪰φ is antisymmetric and connex. For antisymmetry, consider

distinct alternatives o, o′ ∈ X : because every attribute appears on every branch, there must be a node N , labelled with

some W ⊆ X , that decides {o, o′}, and a unique rule α :≥ at N such that o[NonInst(N)] = o′[NonInst(N)] |= α; ≥
must be a linear order over W , so either o[W ]>o′[W ] and o ≻φ o′, or o′[W ]>o[W ] and o′ ≻φ o: ⪰φ is connex and

antisymmetric. For the converse, assuming that either there is some branch where some attribute does not appear, or

that there is some rule at some node that does not define a linear order, it is not difficult to define two distinct alternatives

that cannot be compared with ⪰φ.

2 Proofs for Section 4 (Expressiveness)
Proposition 3. CP =

⋃
k∈N k-CP and, for every k ∈ N, k≥ 2:

CP∧ ⊑⊒ CP⋫ ⊑⊒ CP∧⋫ ⊑⊒ CP = k-CP ⊑⊒ k-CP∧ = k-CP⋫ ⊑⊒ k-CP∧⋫
k-CP = (k-1)-CP and k-CP∧⋫ = (k-1)-CP∧⋫ = CPnet.

Proof. That CP ⊑⊒ CP∧ ⊑⊒ CP⋫ ⊑⊒ CP∧⋫ follows from property 2.

By definition CP ⊃ 1-CP ⊃ 1-CP⋫ ⊃ 1-CP∧⋫ and 1-CP ⊃ 1-CP∧ ⊃ 1-CP∧⋫, thus CP ⊒ 1-CP ⊒ 1-CP⋫ ⊒
1-CP∧⋫ and 1-CP ⊒ 1-CP∧ ⊒ 1-CP∧⋫. Restricting to conjunction of literals does not induce a loss in expressiveness

because, given a statement α |V :x≥x′, it is possible to compute a DNF logically equivalent to α, and then consider a

set of statements, each statement having one disjunct of the DNF as conditioning part. Example 3 prove that CP = 1-CP.

Example 4 proves that 1-CP = 1-CP⋫, it can be generalized to prove that k-CP∧ = k-CP⋫ by considering k binary

attributes A1, . . . , Ak instead of A, and the preorder a1 . . . akb ≻ a1 . . . ak b̄ ≻ ā1 . . . ākb ≻ ā1 . . . āk b̄, which can be

represented in k-CP∧ but not in k-CP⋫.

To prove that k-CP = (k-1)-CP, simply consider k binary attributes A1, . . . , Ak and the preorder that contains

a single pair: a1 . . . ak ≻ ā1 . . . āk , it can be represented in k-CP with the single statement a1 . . . ak ≥ ā1 . . . āk , but

not in (k-1)-CP. Note that this statement is in k-CP∧⋫, so it proves that k-CP∧⋫ = (k-1)-CP∧⋫. The fact that

CP-net ̸⊒ (k-1)-CP follows from the “completeness” condition in the definition of CP-nets: in a CP-net, every attribute

must have some local preference rules associated to it, whereas a formula in 1-CP∧⋫ may consist of one rule only.

Proposition 4. LPT =
⋃
k∈N k-LPT and, for every k ∈ N:

CP = LPT ⊑⊒ LPT∧ = k-LPT ⊑⊒ k-LPT∧ = (k-1)-LPT

k-CP = k-LPT = k-LPTlin = (k-1)-LPTlin.

Proof. LP trees can only represent antisymmetric preorders, so LPT is strictly less expressive than CP. That k-LPT∧ ⊒
k-LPT follows from the fact that the condition of every CP-statement in the set of CP-statements that correspond to some

k-LPT can be represented with a DNF. To see that (k-1)-LPT ̸⊒ k-LPT for every k≥ 1, consider some k-LP-tree φ with k
attributesX1, . . . , Xk at the root, and a linear order with x1 . . . xk as top element, and x̄1 . . . x̄k as second best element:

then o ⪰φ o′ for every pair of alternatives (o, o′) such that o[X1 . . . Xk] = x1 . . . xk and o′[X1 . . . Xk] = x̄1 . . . x̄k;

no LP-tree in (k-1)-LPT can represent that. Note that we can choose φ to be linear, so that proves that (k-1)-LPTlin ̸⊒
k-LPTlin too.

To show that k-LPTlin ̸⊒ k-LPT, consider an LP-tree with attributes X1 . . . Xk at the root, with |{X1 . . . Xk}|
children, where every child is labelled with binary attribute Y , and at least two children order y and ȳ differently: no

linear k-LP tree can represent the same order.

That k-CP ⊒ k-LPT follows from the remark below Proposition 1 that describes a set of CP-statements equivalent to

a given LP-tree φ: it is not difficult to check that if every node in φ has at most k attributes, then the corresponding CP-

statements are all in k-CP. To prove that k-LPT ̸⊒ k-CP, consider a CP-net φ over k+1 binary attributesX1, . . . , Xk+1,

with xi≥ x̄i for every 1≤ i≤ k + 1 (thus the CP-net has no edge): clearly φ ∈ 1-CP ⊆ k-CP. Consider now some

LP-tree ψ with j≤ k attributes at the root; w.l.o.g. we can assume that these attributes are X1, . . . , Xj ; then the CPT

at the root of ψ must contain the preorder over X1, . . . , Xj defined by the set of CP-statements {xi≥ x̄i | 1≤ i≤ j}.

But then x1 . . . xj x̄j+1 . . . x̄k+1 ≻ψ x̄1 . . . x̄jxj+1 . . . xk+1, whereas x1 . . . xj x̄j+1 . . . x̄k+1 ̸≻φ x̄1 . . . x̄jxj+1 . . . xk+1.

Since LPT ⊒ CP = k-CP, we can conclude too that LPT = k-LPT.

Proposition 6. For every k ∈ N: GAIk+1 = GAIk , and (k-1)-CP ̸= GAIk .
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Proof. We first prove the first statement. GAIk+1 ⊒ GAIk is clear, since GAIk+1 ⊇ GAIk , so it suffices to show that the

increase in expressiveness is strict.

Fix the set of attributes X = {X1, . . . , Xk+1} and set as the domain of each attribute Xi = {0, 1}. For every set

A ⊆ X , define the indicator function IA(X1, . . . , Xk+1) as the function that, given as input an alternative o ∈ X ,

returns 1 if for all X ∈ A we have o(X) = 1 and 0 otherwise. Set φ = {IX }, then we have that gφ(o) = IX (o). For

every A define oA to be the alternative that is 1 on exactly the attributes in A. Then gφ induces the total preorder ⪰ in

which oX strictly dominates all other alternatives, whereas for all pairs o, o′ both different from oX we have o ∼ o′.
Clearly, ⪰ is expressed in GAIk+1. We claim that it cannot be expressed in GAIk . To this end, assume that this were

wrong, then there is a set φ = {gZ1
, . . . , gZm

} of real valued functions bearing on strict subsets Zi of X such that gφ
induces the order ⪰ on X . Without loss of generality, assume that for every A ⊂ X the set X contains exactly one

function gA. It will be convenient to represent gA as a weighted sum of indicator functions.

We use the following representation result for functions from {0, 1}ℓ → R whose proof can e.g. be found in [22,

Section 13.2].

Lemma 1. For every function f :{0, 1}ℓ → R with ℓ ∈ N and in variables x′1, . . . , x
′
ℓ, there are coefficients cA ∈ R for

A ⊆ {x′1, . . . , x′ℓ} such that

f(x′1, . . . , x
′
ℓ) =

∑
A⊆{x′

1,...,x
′
ℓ}

cAIA(x
′
1, . . . , x

′
ℓ).

Applying this to the utility functions, it follows directly that, for everyA ⊂ X , there are coefficients λA,B forB ⊆ A
such that for all alternatives o ∈ X we have

gA(o) =
∑
B⊆A

λA,BIB(o).

We get by summing the gA that there are coefficients λB such that for all o ∈ X

gφ(o) =
∑
B⊂X

λBIB(o). (1)

By subtracting values in some of the gA, we may assume w.l.o.g. that gφ(o) = 0 for all o ̸= oX .

We claim that, for all B ⊂ X , we have λB = 0. We show this by induction on the size of B. For B = ∅, we

have with (1) that 0 = g(o∅) = λ∅I∅(o∅) = λ∅. For non-empty B ⊂ X , we have gφ(oB) =
∑
C⊂X λCIC(oB) =∑

C⊆B λCIC(oB). However, by the induction hypothesis, we know that for C ⊂ B we have λC = 0, so 0 =
λBIB(oB) = λB .

Plugging the λB into (1), we get that gφ(oX ) = 0 which contradicts the assumption that in ⪰ the alternative oX
strictly dominates all others.

For the second statement, consider k binary attributes A1, . . . , Ak such that a1 . . . ak ≻ ā1 . . . āk . Extend this to an

arbitrary complete preference relation such that for all other alternatives o we have o ≻ a1 . . . ak . Clearly, any such

order can be expressed as a GAIk by simply giving all alternatives o a utility that yields this order in a single k-ary

function g{A1,...,Ak}. We claim that this order cannot be expressed by a (k-1)-CP. Assume this were false, so there

is a set of preference statements defining the order and in which the set of swapped attributes never contains more

than k − 1 attributes. In particular, there is such a statement α | V :w ≥ w′
that sanctions a1 . . . ak ≻ ā1 . . . āk

(this comparison cannot be obtained by transitivity, since all other alternatives have a utility that is strictly greater

than that of a1 . . . ak). By assumption w cannot contain all attributes, so there is one attribute, say w.l.o.g. A1 that

does not appear in w. If A1 is not in V , then, by definition, applying the statement cannot swap the value of A1, so

it cannot justify a1 . . . ak ≻ ā1 . . . āk . So A1 must appear in V . Then A1 /∈ Var(α), thus the statement also sanctions

a1a2 . . . ak ≻ a1ā2 . . . āk which contradicts the order we want to define. So as we claimed, ≻ is not defined by any

(k-1)-CP.

3 Proofs for Section 5 (Succinctness)
Proposition 9. Any complete LPT can be transformed in polytime and space into an equivalent GAI.

Proof. A complete LP tree φ induces a linear order over X , thus we can define the rank of alternative o w.r.t. ⪰φ:

rank(φ, o) = 1+ the number of alternatives strictly preferred to o, so that the most preferred alternative has rank 1, the

least preferred has rank |X |:
rank(φ, o) = 1 + |{o′ ∈ X | o′ ≻φ o}|.
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[28] explain how rank(φ, o) can be decomposed as a weighted sum of “local” ranks associated to the nodes of φ:

rank(φ, o) = 1 +

α :≥∈CPT(N)∑
N∈nodes(φ)

Jo[Inst(N)]= inst(N) ∧ o |= αK

×
(
r(≥, o[Var(N)])− 1

)
× |Desc(N)|

where :

• nodes(φ) denotes the set of nodes of φ;

• Jo[Inst(N)] = inst(N)∧o |= αK is an indicator function, that equals 1 when the condition o[Inst(N)] = inst(N)∧o |=
α is true; that is, whenN is on the branch ofφ that corresponds to o, and α :≥ is the rule that orders atN alternatives

that have same values as o for the attributes in the ancestor nodes of N ; and equals 0 otherwise;

• r(≥, o[Var(N)]) denotes the rank in Var(N) with respect to ≥ of the instantiation given by o to Var(N); so that

r(≥, o[Var(N)])− 1 is the number of subtrees rooted at children of N that are less preferred than o at N ;

• Desc(N) = X − (Anc(N) ∪ Var(N)) is the set of attributes that appear below N in that branch, so that |Desc(N)|
is the number of instantiations that are “contained” in every subtree of φ rooted at any one child of N .

Thus we can define, for every node N of φ, and every rule α :≥ ∈ CPT(N), a sub-utility uN,α as follows:

uN,α(o) =

{(
r(≥, o[Var(N)])−1

)
×|Desc(N)| if o[Inst(N)]= inst(N) & o |= α

0 otherwise

and define a utility uφ that orders the alternatives as φ as follows:

uφ = −
α :≥∈CPT(N)∑
N∈nodes(φ)

uN,α

The number of non-null entries in the table of every uN,α is equal to Var(N)− 1, which also corresponds to the space

needed to represent the linear order ≥ of the rule α :≥. Assuming that Var(N) (resp. Desc(N)) contains p (resp. q)

attributes, the largest entry cannot be larger than dp+q ≤ dn, where d is the size of the largest attribute domain, so the

number of digits needed for representing the non-null values is polynomial inn and d. Thus the size of the representation

of uφ is polynomial in the size of φ.

4 Proofs for Section 6 (Queries)
Proposition 11. ≻-comparison and ▷◁-comparison are NP-hard for the language of acyclic CP-nets, and tractable for

polytree CP-nets.

Proposition 11 is proved using a result about the ordering query introduced in [10]: it is a particular case of the

top-p that is recalled in section 6.4.

Ordering Given S ⊆ X with |S| = 2, and φ, return some o ∈ S such that o′ ̸≻φ o, where o′ is the other element of S.

Note that when S contains exactly two elements, at least one of them is not strictly dominated by the other; it the

two elements in S are incomparable, then the ordering query may return any one of them.

Proof. Note that for ayclic CP-nets (and thus for polytree CP-nets), ⪰-comparison and ≻-comparison are “almost”

equivalent, in the sense that for different alternatives o and o′, o ≻φ o′ iff o ⪰φ o′ (because acyclic CP-nets are consis-

tent). In particular, ⪰-comparison can be reduced to ≻-comparison for consistent languages, thus ≻-comparison is

NP hard for acyclic CP-nets because ⪰-comparison is hard for this language [10, Theorems 15, 16].

≻-comparison can also be reduced, still for languages that guarantee consistency, to ▷◁-comparison: consider

alternatives o ̸= o′, in order to check if o ≻ o′ we can ask if o ▷◁ o′: if the answer is “yes”, then o ̸≻ o′; if the answer is

“no”, ask the ordering query for S = {o, o′}: the answer must be, in polynomial time for acyclic CP-nets [10, Theorem

5], that o ̸≻ o′ or o′ ̸≻ o: if the answer is that o ̸≻ o′, it answers the initial query; if the answer is that o′ ̸≻ o, since

we know that o ≻ o′ or o′ ≻ o because o and o′ are not incomparable and ⪰ is antisymmetric, it must be the case that

o ≻ o′.
Finally,⪰-comparison is tractable for polytree CP-nets, and two calls of this query at most can answer≻-comparison

and ▷◁-comparison.
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Proposition 12. equivalence is coNP-hard for 1-CP⋫∧̸⟳, and for 1-LPT∧, both restricted to binary attributes.

Given a propositional language P we define P∨
to be the set of finite disjunctions of formulas in P , and:

1-CP⋫P is 1-CP⋫ restricted to those statements such that the condition is in P

1-LPTP is 1-LPT restricted to those LP-trees such that the condition of every rule is in P .

The proof of the proposition is based on the following lemma, which formalizes the intuition suggested by Example 9.

Lemma 2. Given a propositional language P closed for conjunction, equivalence for P∨
(in the sense of propositional

logic), reduces to equivalence for 1-CP⋫P restricted to acyclic formulas, and to equivalence for 1-LPTP .

Proof. Consider two formulas α =
∨
i∈I αi and α′ =

∨
i∈I′ α

′
i over a set X of binary attributes, with all αi’s and α′

i’s in

P ; take some binary attributeX /∈ X , with values x and x̄, and letφ = {αi :x≥ x̄ | i ∈ I} andφ′ = {α′
i :x≥ x̄ | i ∈ I ′}.

Note that φ,φ′ ∈ 1-CP⋫P , that they are acyclic, and that they can be computed in time polynomial in |α |+ |α′ |. Then

φ∗ = {(ox, ox̄) | o ∈ X , o |= α} and for every o1, o2 ∈ X , for every x1, x2 ∈ X , o1x1 ⪰φ o2x2 if and only if o1 = o2,

x1 = x, x2 = x̄ and o1 |= α; similarly, o1x1 ⪰φ′ o2x2 if and only if o1 = o2, x1 = x, x2 = x̄ and o1 |= α′
. Thus α ≡ α′

if and only if for every o ∈ X , o |= α⇔ o |= α′
, iff for every o ∈ X , ox ⪰φ ox̄⇔ ox ⪰φ′ ox̄, if and only if φ ≡ φ′

.

Similarly, we can define two linear 1-LP-treesψ andψ′
as follows: the top | X | nodes are labelled with attributes from

X , in any order and with no rule; then there is one node labelled with X , and the same preference rules as above.

Proposition 14. ⪰-cut counting and ≻-cut counting are #P-hard for CP-nets and acyclic CP-nets.

Proof. Remember that a vertex cover in a graph G = (V,E) is a set S ⊆ V such that for each edge uv ∈ E we have

u ∈ S or v ∈ S. The problem #VertexCover is, given a graphG, to count its vertex covers. #VertexCover is well-known

to be #P-hard [47], so we will use a reduction from #VertexCover to ≻-cut-counting to establish the claim.

So let G = (V,E) be a graph. For every vertex v ∈ V we introduce an attribute Vv and for every edge e = uv ∈ E
we introduce an attribute Euv . Note that for convenience we denote Euv also by Ee sometimes. Finally, we introduce

attributes Di for i ∈ [|V |+ |E |+1]. The attributes Vv have no parents. Let e1, . . . , em be an order of the edges in

E where ei = uivi. For i> 1 the attribute Eei has the parents Vui
, Vvi , Eei−1

. The attribute Ee1 has parents Vu1
, Vv1 .

Finally, the attributes Dj all have the single parent Eem .

We next describe the CPTs for all attributes: all attributes have values in {0, 1}. All Vv have the order 1 ≥ 0. For all

Di, we have that if Eem has value 0 then the order is 0 ≥ 1 and if Eem has value 1, then 1 ≥ 0. For Ee1 we have the

order 1 ≥ 0 if and only if at least one of Vu1
, Vv1 has value 1 and the order 0 ≥ 1 otherwise. Finally, for i> 1, we have

the order 1 ≥ 0 if and only if Ei−1 has value 1 and at least one of Vui
, Vvi has value 1. Otherwise Eei has the order

0 ≥ 1. Call the resulting CP-net φ.

Note that one can easily see that no attribute in an increasing flipping sequence can ever be flipped back to 0 from

0: for the attributes Vv this is immediate. For the Eej it follows with an easy induction and the fact that it is true for the

Vv . For the Dj finally it follows from the fact that Eem can never flip back to 0.

Let o be the assignment that assigns 0 to all attributes. Let o′ be an assignment such that o′ is reachable from o by

an increasing flipping sequence, or equivalently o′ ⪰φ o. We claim that if Eem has value 1 in o′, then S : = {v ∈ V |
o′(Vv) = 1} is a vertex cover of G. To see this, first observe that in fact all Eej must take the value 1 in o′: to flip Eej
to 1, we must have flipped Ej−1 before (if it exists) and since we can never flip back to 0, Ej−1 must take 1 in o′. But

then when we flipped Eej to 1, at least one of Vvj , Vuj
must have had value 1 and since we cannot flip it back, in o′ one

of Vvj , Vuj
must have value 1. So for every ej we have that one of Vvj , Vuj

must have value 1 which proves that S is a

vertex cover as claimed.

Now for S ⊆ V , define oS to be the assignment that assigns 1 to Vv if and only if v ∈ S, assigns 1 to all Eei and

assigns 0 to all Dj . We claim that oS ⪰φ o if and only if S is a vertex cover of G. First note that if S is a vertex cover,

we can flip all Vv accordingly and then iteratively flip allEej to reach oS . The other direction is clear from what we saw

above, observing that Eem takes value 1 in o′.
Observe that for every oS , where S is a vertex cover, we can flip an arbitrary subset of the Dj to 1 to reach an

assignment o′ ⪰φ oS ⪰φ o. Note that for different vertex covers S1, S2, there is no such o′ ⪰ oS1
and o′ ⪰ oS2

since

oS1 and oS2 differ on the Vv and in the construction of the o′ from the oS we do not change those. It follows that

{o′ | o′ ⪰φ o′′, o′′(Eem) = 1} = ⋃
S vertex cover ofG

{o′ | o′ ⪰φ oS ,∀Vv : oS(Vv) = o′(Vv)}

and the union is disjoint. Now for every vertex cover S of G, we have

|{o′′ | o′′ ⪰φ oS ,∀Vv : oS(Vv) = o′′(Vv)} | = 2|V |+ |E |+1.
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Let s be the number of vertex covers of G. It follows that

|{o′ | o′ ⪰φ o} | = |{o′ | o′ ⪰φ o, o′(Eem) = 0} |+ |{o′ | o′′ ⪰φ o, o′′(Eem) = 1} |
= |{o′ | o′ ⪰φ o, o′(Eem) = 0} |+s2|V |+ |E |+1.

Now since in no o′ with o′(Eem) = 0 any of the Dj can be flipped to 1 in any increasing flipping sequence, we have

|{o′ | o′ ⪰φ o, o′(Eem) = 0} | < 2|V |+ |E |,

since such o′ have only |V |+ |E | −1 attributes with domain {0, 1}which are not forced to be constant 0. Consequently,

s can be inferred from |{o′ | o′ ⪰φ o} | by a single integer division which completes the reduction.

This proves that ⪰-cut counting for acyclic CP-nets is as hard as #VertexCover; this holds for ≻-cut counting

since in the case of acyclic CP-nets, ⪰ is antisymmetric. And this hardness result extends to the larger class of CP-

nets.

Proposition 15. ≻-cut counting is #P-complete for GAI, GAIk and GAI1.

Proof. For containment in #P, observe that all elements in CUT≻,o(φ) have polynomial size, so we can easily guess them

and compare in polynomial time to o since ≻-comparison can be solved in polynomial time for GAI.
For hardness, we reduce from the problem #SubsetSum which is, given a set S = {s1, . . . , sn} of positive integers

and an additional integer k, to count the number of subsets of S that sum up to k. #SubsetSum is well-known to be

#P-complete, see e.g. [27]. It will be convenient to work with a slight variant which we call #SubsetSum> and which is,

given the same type of input as for #SubsetSum, to count the number of subsets of S which sum up to a value greater

than k. There is an easy oracle reduction from #SubsetSum to #SubsetSum>: given an input S, k, call an oracle for

#SubsetSum> on the two inputs S, k− 1 and S, k. Then the answer to the #SubsetSum instance is the difference of the

answers of the oracle calls. It follows that #SubsetSum> is #P-hard.

We now reduce #SubsetSum> to ≻-cut counting for GAI1. So let S = {s1, . . . , sn} and k be an instance of

#SubsetSum>. We construct n functions gi(Xi) for i = 1, . . . , n where Xi = {0, 1}. We set gi(0) = 0 and gi(1) = si.
Moreover, we add a function gY (Y ) where Y = {0, 1} and gY (0) = 1 and gY (1) = k. Set φ = {g1, . . . , gn, gY } and

X = {X1, . . . , Xn, Y }. This completes the construction of the GAI. Call the induced relation ⪰.

To complete the reduction, let o∗ ∈ X be the alternative that setsY to 1 and all other attributes to 0. Then gφ(o
∗) = k.

Moreover, for o ∈ X , we have that gφ(o)>k if and only if o(Y ) = 1 and there is an i ∈ [n] such that o(Xi) = 1—i.e. the

set {i ∈ [n] | o(Xi) = 1} is non-empty—, or o(Y ) = 0 and

∑
i∈[n] gi(o[Xi]) =

∑
i∈[n] : o(Xi)=1 si>k. Note that there

are 2n− 1 alternatives of the former type, corresponding to the non-empty subsets of [n], so the number of subsets of S
that sum up to values greater than k is |CUT≻,o

∗
(φ) | −2n+1. Thus, one oracle call to ≻-cut counting allows solving

#SubsetSum> in polynomial time which completes the reduction.

Proposition 16. ⪰-cut extraction is tractable for CP, and ≻-cut extraction is tractable for acyclic CP-nets. ≻-cut

counting and ≻-cut extraction are PSPACE-hard for 1-CP⋫∧. ≻-cut extraction, ⪰-cut extraction and ≻-cut

counting are tractable for LP-trees.

Proof. ⪰-cut extraction is easy for CP: given o and φ, in order to return an element of CUT⪰,o(φ), it is sufficient

to find one statement in φ which sanctions an improving swap for o. For acyclic CP-nets (and more generally for any

language that guarantees consistency), ≻ is the asymmetric part of ⪰, thus ≻-cut extraction is equivalent to ⪰-cut

extraction and is tractable.

Note that alternative o is undominated iff CUT≻,o(φ) = ∅, iff |CUT≻,o(φ) | = 0; therefore, ≻-cut counting and

≻-cut extraction are at least as hard as undominated check, they are therefore PSPACE-hard for 1-CP⋫∧.

Finally, ≻-cut extraction, ⪰-cut extraction and ≻-cut counting are tractable for LP-trees: for LP-tree φ,

given o, in order to find some o′ such that o′ ≻φ o (resp. o′ ⪰φ o), it is possible to traverse the tree, starting at the root,

guided by the values assigned by o, until reaching a node where the value(s) assigned by o for the attributes at that node

is/are strictly dominated (resp. dominated) by other values at that node. Also, when going down φ in the branch that

corresponds to o, it is possible, at each node N encountered, labelled with T , to count the number of t′ in T such that

t> o[t′] (according to the preference rule β :≥β at N such that o |= β), and to multiply this number by the sizes of the

domains of the attributes that have not been encountered yet; adding these sums of products along the branch will give

the number of alternatives o such that o′ ≻φ o.

Proposition 17. ⪰-cut extraction,≻-cut extraction, undominated check, andundominated extract are tractable

for GAI1.

Proof. Given a GAI φ, we can simply choose the values for the attributes in such a way that the utilities are maximized.

Since the utilities are unary, this leads to a consistent and thus also maximal alternative o∗. For ⪰-cut extraction, o∗ is

always a valid output, so it solves the problem independent of the additional input alternative o. For ≻-cut extraction,
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we check if gφ(o
∗)>gφ(o). If so, we return o∗ again. Otherwise, due to the maximality of o∗, we have gφ(o

∗) = gφ(o)
and thus there is no alternative strictly dominating o and thus no valid output.

For undominated check we have that o is undominated if and only if gφ(o) = gφ(o
∗) which we can check effi-

ciently. Finally, for undominated extract we can simply return o∗.

Proposition 18. ⪰-cut extraction and ≻-cut extraction are NP-complete for GAIk for k ≥ 2 and GAI. undominated
check is coNP-complete and undominated extract is NP-hard for GAIk for k ≥ 2 and for GAI.

Proof. Containment in NP, resp. coNP, is easy to see in all cases since alternatives can be compared efficiently

We show hardness for all problems by reduction from 3-Coloring which is, given a simple, undirected graph G =
(V,E), to decide if there is an assignment c :V → {r, g, b} such that for all edges uv ∈ E we have c(v) ̸= c(u). The

mapping c is called a coloring and it is said to be valid if it satisfies the condition on the edges. 3-Coloring is well-known

to be NP-complete, see e.g. [43, Theorem 9.8].

We use the same construction of a GAI2 φG from a graph G for all problems. So let a graph G be given in which

w.l.o.g. every vertex has at least two neighbors (vertices with fewer than two neighbors can iteratively be deleted without

changing the answer to the 3-Coloring question). We also assume that G is connected; if it is not, we can connect the

different connected components iteratively by adding edges without changing the answer to the 3-Coloring question.

We construct a GAI2 representation as follows: for every vertex v ∈ V , we introduce an attribute Xv with domain

Xv = {r, g, b, d}. For every edge e = uv, we construct a utility function guv in the variables Xu, Xv and which takes

value 1 on inputs rb, rg, br, bg, gr, gb, dd and 0 on all other inputs. Setting φG = {guv | uv ∈ E} completes the

construction of the GAI φG. Let ⪰ be the order that φG induces.

We first show hardness for ⪰-cut extraction. To this end, let od be the alternative in which all attributes take

value d. Then all guv evaluate to 1 on od, so gφG
(od) = |E |. Now consider o ∈ CUT⪰,od . Assume first that some

attribute of o takes value d. Since not all attributes can take value d and G is connected, there must be an edge uv such

that d = o(u) ̸= o(v). Then guv(o) = 0 and gφG
(o) < |E | = gφG

(od), so o /∈ CUT⪰,od which contradicts the choice

of o. Consequently, we must have that all Xv takes values in {r, g, b} in o. Moreover, for all uv ∈ E, we must have

that o(Xu) ̸= o(Xv). Thus, setting c(v) = o(Xv) for all v ∈ V yields a valid coloring of G. So if there is an element in

CUT⪰,od , the graph G is 3-colorable. The other way round, if G has a valid 3-coloring c, then defining o for all Xv by

o(Xv) = c(v) yields an alternative in CUT⪰,od . This shows NP-hardness of ⪰-cut extraction for GAI2 and thus for

all GAIk with k ≥ 2 and GAI.
The reasoning for ≻-cut extraction is similar. The only difference is that for one arbitrary edge uv we set guv(d, d)

to 0. Call the resulting GAI φ′
G. We have gφ′

G
(od) = |E | −1. The rest of the reduction and the argument for complete-

ness is exactly as that for ⪰-cut extraction.

For undominated check, observe that od is dominating forφ′
G if and only if there is no alternative owith gφ′

G
(od) <

gφ′
G
(o). Reasoning as above, this is exactly the case if and only if G has no valid 3-coloring. Thus undominated check

is coNP-hard.

Finally, to show hardness of undominated extract, multiply all utility values in gG by 2. Then, for one arbitrary

edge uv set guv(d, d) to 1. Call the resulting GAI φ′′
G. Then we have gφ′′

G
(od) = 2 |E | −1. Moreover, for all alternatives

o encoding a valid 3-coloring, we have gφ′′
G
(o) = 2 |E |. Finally, for all other alternatives o, we have gφ′′

G
(o) ≤ 2 |E | −2.

So in any case an undominated alternative is either a valid 3-coloring of the graph G or od, hence od is undominated if

and only if G is not 3-colorable which shows that undominated extract is NP-hard.

5 Proofs for Section 7 (Transformations)

Proposition 19. Given a preorder ⪰ over X , given V ⊆ X , let U ⊆ X \ V . If v, v′ ∈ V and v ⪰↓V
w.opt.

v′, then there is

some u ∈ U such that for no u′ ∈ U it holds that u′v′ ≻ uv.

Proof. Assume that v ⪰↓V
w.opt.

v′, and let u ∈ U be such that for no other u1 ∈ U it is the case that u1v ≻ uv: such a u

must exist because U is finite; if there is some completion u′ of v′ such that u′v′ ≻ uv, then, since v ⪰↓V
w.opt.

v′, there

must be some u1 ∈ U such that u1v ⪰ u′v′, but then u1v ≻ uv, which is a contradiction.

Proposition 20. All four projections defined above are equivalent for the 1-GAI language and the language that contains

complete LP-trees of 1-LPTlin, and can be computed in polynomial time.

Proof. Let φ ∈ 1-GAI, letX be any attribute, φ is dfined by a function of the form g(o) = gX(o[X])+
∑
Y ̸=X gY (o[Y ]).

Let ⪰ denote the associated weak order over the set of alternatives. Let ψ be defined by h(o) =
∑
Y ̸=X gY (o[Y ]). We
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show that o ⪰low o
′

iff o ⪰up o
′

iff o ⪰w.opt. o
′

iff o ⪰s.opt o
′

iff o ⪰ψ o′:

o ⪰ψ o′ ⇔ h(o)≥h(o′)

⇔ (∀x ∈ X : gX(x) + h(o)≥ gX(x) + h(o′)) ⇔ o ⪰low o
′

⇔ (∃x ∈ X : gX(x) + h(o)≥ gX(x) + h(o′)) ⇔ o ⪰up o
′

⇔ (∀x′ ∈ X∃x ∈ X : gX(x) + h(o)≥ gX(x′) + h(o′)) (take x = x′)
⇔ o ⪰w.opt. o

′

⇔ (∀x′ ∈ X : gX(argmax
x′∈X

gX(x′)) + h(o)≥ gX(x′) + h(o′))

⇔ o ⪰s.opt. o
′

Suppose now that φ is a complete, linear LP-tree in 1-LPT over X , and let X ∈ X . Let ψ be the LP-tree defined

by removing node X , redirecting the parent of X to the unique child of X when X is an internal node of φ. Consider

alternatives o, o′ ∈ X \X , let x ∈ X . Let Y be the attribute that decides the pair {o, o′} in ψ then o ⪰ψ o′ iff

o[Y ]>o′[Y ] inCPT(Y ). Suppose first thatY is an ancestor ofX inφ, then {ox, o′x′} is decided atY inφ forallx, x ∈ X ,

thus o[Y ]>o′[Y ] ⇒ (∀x, x′ ∈ X : ox ⪰φ o′x′) ⇒ o ⪰π o′ for all four projections; and o ⪰π o′ ⇒ o ⪰ψ o′ for any of

the four projections. Suppose now thatX is an ancestor of Y in φ, then for all x, x′ ∈ X 1) the pair {ox, o′x} is decided

at Y , whereas 2) pair {ox, o′x′} with x ̸= x′ is decided at X . From 1) it follows that o ⪰ψ o′ ⇔ o ⪰low o′ ⇔ o ⪰up o
′
;

moreover, let x0 be the optimal value for X in CPT(X) in φ (which exists and is unique because φ is a complete LP-

tree, thus the linear order over X in CPT(X) is a linear order), then ox0 ⪰φ o′x′ for all x′ ∈ X , thus o ⪰s.opt. o
′
; [5]

mention that o ⪰s.opt⇒ o ⪰w.opt o
′
; lastly, if o ⪰w.opt o

′
then there exists x such that ox ⪰φ o′x0, and ox0 ⪰φ ox, thus

ox0 ⪰φ o′x0, thus o[Y ]>o′[Y ].

Proposition 21. If conditioning can be done in polynomial time for language L but the extraction of an undominated

alternative is NP-hard, then the strong optimistic projections cannot be computed in polynomial time for L (unless P = NP).

Proof. We assume that for any preorder expressed in the language L, any strong optimistic projection leads to a preorder

that again can be expressed in L. If this is not true, then the statement of the theorem is trivially true, even without the

assumption P ̸= NP.

We give an algorithm that, given a preorder ⪰ encoded in L, computes an undominated alternative o in polynomial

time, assuming polynomial time algorithms for conditioning and computation of strong optimistic projection. The

algorithm considers the attributes of ⪰ in sequence, say from V1 to Vn. The value v1 of V1 is obtained by projecting ⪰
onto V1 - then an undominated value v1 is chosen for V1; indeed, v1 ⪰↓{V 1}

s.opt.
v′1 means that there exist an assignment

v of {V2, . . . , Vn} such that v1.v ⪰ v′1.v
′

for all v′ – V1 = v1 in one of the non dominated solutions. Then the original

formula is conditioned: value v1 is assigned to V1 and the procedure is repeated for the next variable - and this until

all the variables have been assigned. So, if a language offers the conditioning transformation in polytime but not the

undominated query, there cannot be any polynomial algorithm for performing the strong optimistic projection within

this language (unless P = NP ).

Proposition 22. The strong (resp. weak) projection cannot be computed in polytime for GAI and GAIk (k > 1) (unless

P = NP).

Proof. The extraction of an undominated alternative is NP-hard for GAI and GAIk , k > 1 (Proposition 18) while condi-

tioning can be done in polytime for these languages. From Proposition 21 we deduce the strong optimistic projection

cannot be computed in polytime unless P = NP . Because GAI’s encode complete and transitive relations, the strong

and weak optimistic projections are identical [6] - hence the weak optimistic projection cannot be computed in polytime

unless P = NP .
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